Customer Chemical Usage Sheet-Legacy Series
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Pour in a bottle of Metal Gon
1 hour later put in ½ packet (or 1 capful) Renew
1 hour later test & adjust Alkalinity & PH using Spa Up
1 hour later re test & adjust (if needed) Alk & PH again

The Following is a list of all Chemicals that we sell and their functions
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Spa 56 Chlorinating granules, This is your sanitizer you will place 1 oz
(measuring cup provided in 5 lb container is one oz) into the spa after each use
min 3 times per week.
Renew This is a non chlorine non bromine shock, you will use 1 oz 1 time per
week. This chemical should go in alone and at least 1 hour from all other
chemicals.
Spa up This chemical will raise both the Alkalinity and PH in the spa there is a
formula on the back of the bottle for you to follow usually 2 Tbsps at a time..
Defender this will insure that you do not get a scaly formation in the tub or in the
lines for the jets there are lines on the bottles and you will place 1 dose in the spa
every 2 weeks.
Bright & Clear This is to be added if you get cloudy water. Again there is
directions for use on the bottle
Enzyme to be used if you get slimy water which would be caused by excessive
tanning oils or oil in the skin. Directions for use are on the bottle
Citribrite this is a cleaner for the inside of the tub it can also be used on the
headrests, your tub should be drained, cleaned & refilled every 3 months, use this
cleaner with a Tub Rub for best results. A Tub Rub is a specially designed micro
fiber bean bag which will clean not only the entire tub when draining, cleaning
and refilling but will assist you in scrubbing the water line every few days.
Calcium Booster this will increase the amount of Calcium Hardness in your
water. Upon using your test strips you will see if your Calcium is low, if so follow
the formula on the bottle to insure the proper level.
PH Balance You will need to adjust your PH to the ideal level once this is done
(on a fresh fill of water) you will pour the entire bottle in which will lock the PH
at that perfect level for 3 months. This should be used on tubs whose calcium is
under 150ppm.
PH Balance Plus This will work the same way the PH Balance works but is to be
used if your calcium is over 150ppm.
Cover Care Conditioner your cover is made of vinyl and since it is outside in
the elements it will need to be conditioned at least once per month.
Fast Gloss This should be used as a wax to protect the spa and is used on a dry
tub at the time you will be performing your drain, clean and refill.
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Foam Down this is the one chemical you can add while you are in the tub it will
dissipate the foam at the time being but will not prevent it. Foam is caused by
dirty water, too much hair products or low calcium.
Alkalinity Increaser you will use this when the Alkalinity needs to be increased
and the PH does not.
Filter Cleaners there are 2 types instant which you spray on and then rinse off
OR a soak which you will dilute in 4 gallons of water & soak the filters up to 24
hours.
Eco purs are the small inner filters, they should be rinsed with water only
once a month and changed completely every 6 months with out fail.
Outer Filters, these should be cleaned each month with filter cleaner and
changed every 12-18 months.

Should you have any questions or concerns we are here to assist you. We also
test the water inside the store, if you have something that troubles you please feel
free to bring in a sample.

